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Do You Want To Grow Your Orchids The Best Way There Is? These 3 Complete Guides Will Give

You Knowledge That You Need!NEW EDITION, JULY 2017I offer you my 3 ultimate guides about

orchids cultivation to improve your skills and knowledge about these beautiful plants. Read these

books and grow your orchids like a pro! This is what the Orchids Care Bundle is all about.The first

book aims to familiarize you with different aspects of the orchid plant before getting started. The aim

of this endeavor is to help beginners realize that growing orchids is like having a pet. If you pay

attention to them they will repay you with lovely blooms. If you wish to grow this spectacular plant in

your garden, but thought that it was too difficult, then this book will help you to get started. Even if

you have failed to bloom orchids in the past, there are several tips and techniques to help you keep

your orchids blooming, no matter your environment or experience, budget and location. The book

demystifies the growing process and reveals professional secrets for blooming, repotting and pests.

In the second book I I have taken you ahead of the basics and have introduced you to the nuances

of taking care of the plant when it is affected by disease or by pests. The process of replanting the

baby orchid or keiki has been explained. Reproducing the orchid can be a fun and enjoyable

experience that provides immense satisfaction when you see the new plant grow and bloom. This

also requires choosing the right medium for potting the plant. All this seems daunting? Well, you do

not have to worry as this book will guide you through the process.The third book is about

Phalaenopsis orchids care. Phalaenopsis orchids are easy to keep, lovely to see, and exciting to

grow on your own. The process mentioned in the book is just to help you know how to take care of

your orchids and turn them into fully grown cycles of plants. Overall, the book gives an overview of

this plant, conditions of its survival, and important knowledge about it. You can easily learn about

the growth of these orchids even if you are a beginner at it. You just need to know that no one is

perfect and even the perfect ones had first times. Loaded with tips to help you take care of your

orchids, easy to follow directions, this bundle is a MUST for any orchids lovers. Perfect for

beginners as well as orchid hobbyists.
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This book is really fantastic and easy to follow along with. Miranda covers everything you need to

get started with orchids and also more advanced themes as well. She tells you how to protect your

orchids as well as growing them and understanding the different types of orchids. I really enjoyed

the chapter on watering orchids correctly. She finishes up with general questions people have about

orchids. The book covers everything you need to know. If you are going to buy one book on orchids,

this should be the one since it covers so much material and is well organized.

To grow orchids you have to give them a series of things in order for them to thrive. This book tells

you in detail what you need to do to have beautiful exotic flowers.The factors that are required for

orchids are:LightTemperatureHumidityWaterProvides troubleshooting tips and what to avoid doing.

How to maintain and re-pot. I really appreciated the FAQs. I didn't realize that a plant could contract

a virus, but per book 2 in this series they can and do.The three books covers the 3 most popular

species of orchids.

The book was helpful on the whole. It was explanatory but at times difficult to understand due to the

copious amount of spelling errors and all around poor grammar. You have to really try to get the

meaning.



I grew up with plants, yet never an orchid. This author has given me a thorough education on

orchids from what they are, how to grow them, potting soil and even the different types. Rest

assured, no two plants are alike and we must give them the individual care they need. I never knew

there different types of potting soil. You cannot go wrong getting this book because she ensures the

person who is growing orchids knows the key factors when it comes to light, temperature, humidity

and water. If you are having problems, these books need to be your "go to" for the answer.

This book has great insight on indoor flower gardening. It tells you how to take care of Orchids and

things not to do so you'll have a successful garden. I recently got into gardening and this book has

helped a lot.

It looks like a complete set of information about orchids. I hope that I can handle using the tips in

reality :)

There is a lot of good information in the book. If you are annoyed by sloppy writing with no editing

beware - you will be annoyed here. Redundant sentences, extra words, paragraphs under specific

headings jump mid-paragraph to a different unrelated subjects. This would be an really nice

introduction to orchids if cleaned up, it would also be shorter and my grammar police badge would

not keep annoying me.
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